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blade 2 supports an added number of
sound sources, including a powerful

new analog oscillator and noise
generator. these should be enough to

satisfy most synth heads and the
patchbay will undoubtedly feature

presets for your favorite synths. its app
is very well organized and has an easy
to use ui, although could use a bit more
flexibility. you can now also use the app
on an ipad, although unfortunately the

hardware controls are mapped in a
rather odd way - the xy pad is used for
the filter rather than for the oscillators.
the sound quality is very good and it is
a solid addition to the blade 2 line. on
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the downside, i would like to see some
more polyphony in the future. so, it's

the perfect package for those who want
to jump in right away and get right to

work and blade 2 is a great synth to do
just that! blade 2 has been

programmed by jon ayres and rob
papen. jon ayres is an experienced
guitarist and programmer who has

programmed for more than 15 years
using a variety of different methods and
platforms. rob papen is a professional

musician and composer with many
years of experience in writing music for

film, tv, games and commercials. he
has also released several albums. he

also produces and hosts music courses
and sells his music online. rob papen

and jon ayres have created and
programmed blade 2 together and have
put an enormous amount of work into
it. their passion for music is obvious as

is their skill in creating music. rob
papen is also the author of the add-ons
for blade called 'blade addons' which
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can be downloaded from blade's
website at www.papen.dk/blade. in

addition, rob papen has created a sub-
page for blade on bandcamp at

www.dk/blade-downloads. the addons
are also available at this location.
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we've touched on some of the features
of blade 2 in thepast, but it's time to
move on. the other major addition is
the inclusion of a spectral analyzer,
which can be used to look at all the
goodness, trapped inside of blade 2.
this is a really useful tool for tuning,

refining your effects and for finding the
depth and angle of your oscillator. the

function is easy to access, but its
placement in the menus, or in the

middle of the plug-in window, leaves
ithidden away. this is an unfortunate
omission, as it takes the heart out of

the plug-in. surely blade 2's
developersare aware of the power of

this feature, and will hopefully remedy
this soon. in our review of papen's

previous plug-in, we found that its lack
of sound library was a serious flaw.

since then, papen have worked hardto
include a soundbank, and blade 2
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reflects this work. the library is a great
addition, with a huge range of patches

and presets to pull from. there are
plenty of presets to try, too, ranging
fromfunk and hip-hop to house and

techno. however, the number of
patches available may leave you feeling
a little underwhelmed. luckily, there are

more than enough in thebank to get
you going, even without browsing the

impressive array of free samples. we've
made it, we've made it! this brings us

to the end of our blade 2 review. we've
covered the basics, including the

changes to the gui and the library,
which you may have already picked up
on, but you really should head over to
the official site for the full review. a bit
of history: i was a huge fan of papen's

native instruments volca series,
however, when i heard about the

release of his new plug-in, i was a little
apprehensive. afterall, he had just

released volca beats in 2002, and it was
a complete surprise hit. (i know, it's
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quite a bad pun). the volca beats was
one of my favorite volca synths of all

time, and i thought that blade 2 would
suffer the same fate. boy, was i wrong!
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